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UTILITY HOOK MANUAL RR GATE KIT

Genuine part number

Applicable car model 

F5510SL060

FORESTER　　2025MY ～

<Installation Completed Drawing> Utility Hooks

Rear Gate Stopper

Rear Gate Stopper is for hanging stuff on 
the Utility Hooks when rear gate opening. 
Please put it in the Under-floor storage 
after installation check.

Note

Kit includes

No. Components Qty.

1 Utility Hooks 2

Turn Nuts 2

2

2

Washers3

Caution Labels 1

※Instruction manuals are included in each one.

Marks

Part Number F5510SL050×1

4

※Instruction

manuals

Rear Gate Stopper 15 Part Number J2010SL200×1
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Installation Instructions

１．Remove the Trim caps of the rear gate 
　　with a flat blade screwdriver.

The removed trim caps will not be re-used.  Place 
trim caps in glove box.

Caution

When fastening the Utility Hook,  install it securely 
until it touches the vehicle trim and the hook does 
not rattle and turn.

３．Insert the Utility Hook to the rear gate and turn
    it clockwise by hand.

２．Fit the washer to the turn nut, and slightly
    insert it into the screw of the Utility hook. 

Make sure that the screws are tightened before 
installing the hooks. If the hook spins freely, use a 
flathead screwdriver to correct the direction of the 
turn nut (1) and check it that the screws are 
tightened again (2). Turn nut will be pulled to 
downward by screwed bolt (3) if its position is 
correct.

４．Tie on the caution label to the 
    installed utility hook.

[Reference]  How to tie on the caution label.
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・Make sure that there is no rattling or looseness of each Utility Hooks.

・Make sure that the Caution label is tied on to the Utility Hook.

Post-Installation Check
Check the followings;

<Note>
Stop inserting when lightly touch 
to the bolt. Do not fully insert.
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Then wrap the band of the bottom side around 
the damper and fasten the button. 
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（1）

（2）

Fasten the button of the band of upper side.

Please make sure that do not scratch to 
vehicle body by the end of the stopper 
when installing.

Properly fit a groove of the bottom end of the 
stopper to the Bracket B. There is a gently 
match point of the groove and the bracket 
edge.

（3）

Hold the bottom end of the stopper with your 
right hand and hold it near the Bracket B.　　

Run the band of upper side through the Bracket 
A as shown in the figure.

（4）

Then insert the tip of the holder into the gap
between the Bracket A and rear gate panel.
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5. Rear Gate Stopper Installation
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Please make sure that the button is 
fastened properly before use the hooks. 
There is a risk of breakdown or injury.

Caution

Please do it in reverse order when 

remove the stopper.
（5）

Please put the stopper in the Under-floor storage after 
installation check.
This stopper is only for RH side when rear gate is opening. It 
cannot be installed on the LH side or when rear gate closing.　

Note
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